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Chapter 7

Conformational transitions
towards the signaling state of
Photoactive Yellow Protein1

The bacterial sensor Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) signals the presence of blue light by undergoing
a series of conformational changes. We present transition path sampling simulations of the confor-
mational transitions that occur during formation of the signaling state of PYP. These transitions are
the unfolding of the α-helical region 43-52 and the solvent exposure of the chromophore and Glu-46.
Our simulations enable characterization of the transition states in these conformational changes.
Likelihood maximization analysis further substantiates our initial description of the transition
states. As a result, we present a detailed atomistic characterization of the mechanisms underlying
the formation of the signaling state of PYP.

7.1 Introduction
Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP) is a water soluble blue-light photoreceptor from Halorho-
dospira halophila [34, 42]. PYP comprises 125 amino acids and a covalently bound chro-
mophore (trans-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid, HC4) [43]. The protein folds into a PAS core

capped by an N-terminal domain, containing two helices [8, 37]. Upon the absorption of

a blue-light photon, PYP undergoes a photo cycle. Starting from its receptor state (pG),

the chromophore first twists along its double bond to a cis configuration within picosec-
onds [19]. Only within microseconds of the isomerization, a proton from Glu-46 (protonated

in the receptor state) transfers to the chromophore, leaving a negative charge on Glu-46

[33, 24]. The intermediate associated with this reversible process is denoted as pB’ [25, 36].

Driven by the negative charge at Glu-46, the protein subsequently partially unfolds to ex-

pose the chromophore and Glu-46 to bulk water [49, 4, 47]. This signaling state (pB) has

a blue-shifted absorption maximum with respect to the receptor state [27]. The completion

of the photocycle, i.e. the refolding of the protein to the receptor state pG, requires several
1This work has been performed in collaboration with Jocelyne Vreede.
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Figure 7.1: Snapshots of (a) the folded state pB’ and (b) the unfolded signaling state pB. The protein backbone
is shown in ribbon representation. The blue-colored ribbon represents residues 43-52. The side chain of residues

Tyr-42 (green), Glu-46 (red), Thr-50 (orange) and Cys-69 with HC4 (yellow) are shown in stick-models, as well
as water molecules (pink and white) in the vicinity of these groups. The black dotted lines indicate hydrogen
bonds.

hundreds of milliseconds [27].

As PYP is an easily accessible system for the application of a wide variety of experimental

techniques, many of its characteristics have been elucidated. For example, the initial events

of the photo cycle have become much clearer recently with the use of ultra-fast spectroscopy

techniques [22] and time resolved X-ray crystallography [40]. Molecular simulation studies

can complement experiments by providing atomistic detail and mechanistic insight. [20].

A recent study using force field and quantum mechanically based simulations showed that

proton transfer can only occur when the negative charge on Glu-46 is sufficiently stabi-

lized [31]. Molecular simulation also provided insights into the formation of the signaling

state pB. In previous work, Vreede et al. have used Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics
(REMD, a.k.a. Parallel Tempering) simulations to investigate the extent of unfolding as a

result of light-triggered isomerization and protonation/deprotonation reactions [47]. These

simulations showed remarkable predictive potential with respect to the NMR structure of

the N-terminally truncated mutant Δ25-PYP [4]. Figure 7.1 shows typical conformations of

both the folded state pB’ and the unfolded signaling state pB.

Simulating the process of folding of any protein in explicit solvent and using all-atommolec-

ular dynamics, especially for a protein as big as PYP, still poses a computational challenge.

The long timescales involved in the process are due to the relatively high free-energy bar-

riers between stable states. Transitions between the multiple stable states of proteins can

thus be seen as rare events, as they are still only barely reachable by MD simulations.
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A number of methods has been developed in recent years to sample such rare events,

such as high temperature MD [2], temperature accelerated Dynamics [41], Replica Ex-

change/Parallel Tempering [17]), Umbrella Sampling [17], Multi-canonical sampling, meta-

dynamics [30], hyperdynamics [46], flooding [23]) and others. These methods are well suited

for computing thermodynamic properties but they do not supply kinetic insight in the am-

bient conditions either due to the bias they introduce, or the high temperature used to

accelerate the unfolding. Moreover, in order for biasing methods to apply a biasing poten-

tial, the reaction coordinates must be known a priori. However, if this reaction coordinate

is chosen poorly these methods lead to bad sampling statistics, a wrongly predicted reaction

mechanism and overestimation of the rate constants.

Transition Path Sampling (TPS) [13] comprises a suite of techniques that enable the col-

lection of an ensemble of transition paths between an initial and final state, without prior

knowledge of the transition state region. The TPS algorithm samples short trajectories (of

several ns) connecting an initial with a final state of the protein at room temperature. In

contrast, a straightforward molecular dynamics trajectory would take many microseconds

to achieve the same. The TPS method allows evaluation of the mechanism, transition state

ensemble, and the rate constant of the reaction under study. Recently, a more efficient TPS-

based algorithm was introduced to evaluate rate constants [44]. This path sampling has

successfully been used to investigate the kinetics of the folding of the GB1 beta-hairpin [5, 7]

In this work we use Transition Path Sampling (TPS) simulations to investigate the mech-

anism underlying the transition from the folded pB’ state to the unfolded signaling state

pB of PYP. Based on previous work we can identify three partial processes that occur in the

unfolding reaction: loss of α-helical structure in the 43-52 region, solvent exposure of the
chromophore and solvent exposure of Glu-46 [47, 48].

We sample the unfolding transitions in the Photoactive Yellow Protein starting from the

pB′ state. We find that the unfolding of the α3 helix (residues 43-52) occurs as the first
step, and is followed by exposure of either Glu-46 or the chromophore. We sample these

transitions, and find the most suitable reaction coordinates for each of the processes. We

perform further analysis of the transition path sampling ensembles in order to approximate

the transition states for each of the routes.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 System Preparation

Preparation of the system and subsequent molecular dynamics simulations we performed

using the GROMACS package [32], with the Gromos96 43a12 force field [45, 11] in combi-
nation with the SPC water model [3]. As a starting point for the folded pB’ state of PYP,

we used the NMR structure of PYP (PDB entry 3PHY, conformation 11 [15]) with manual

alterations to reflect the different chemical topology of the chromophore binding pocket (i.e.
protonated chromophore and deprotonated Glu-46, and the chromophore in cis configura-
tion, obtained from the crystal structure of pR (PDB entry 1UWP) [29]). This structure

was placed in a periodic rhombic dodecahedral box of SPC water [3]. The box size allowed

2The Gromos96 43a1 FF was also used in previous work on PYP.
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accommodation of the protein with a minimum solvation layer of 1.5 nm. Water molecules
that resided in the internal hydrophobic cavities were removed. Sodium ions replaced six

water molecules at the most electronegative positions in order to neutralize the charge of

−6 on the protein. The system was energy minimized using 200 steps of the conjugate gra-
dient method, and equilibrated to dissipate excess energy and relax the box volume. After

relaxation of the water molecules and the protein hydrogens for 20 ps, 1 ns of equilibration
of the whole solvated system in the NPT ensemble resulted in a diameter of 54.83 Å. Van
der Waals interactions were treated with a cut-off of 1.4 nm, and PME handled the elec-
trostatics with a grid spacing of 1.2 Å [10, 16]. Using constraints, LINCS for interactions
between protein atoms [26] and SETTLE for water interactions [35], allowed for a time step

of 2 fs. Parameters for the chromophore were taken from [21]. To keep the temperature con-
stant in the TPS simulations we used a modified version (see Section 7.2.2) of the Andersen

thermostat [1].

7.2.2 Transition Path Sampling

Transition Path Sampling (TPS) is an algorithm designed for sampling the ensemble of

pathways connecting an initial and a final state. It consists of a Monte Carlo scheme in

which new paths are generated from old paths using a shooting algorithm. Acceptance

of these new paths, governed by a Metropolis rule depends on the detailed balance con-

dition. Different dynamics and different shooting algorithms require different acceptance

rules, as explained in detail in Ref. [12, 6]. In this work we use the TPS algorithm as pre-

viously implemented, tested and successfully applied to the Trp-cage polypeptide [28]. We

use stochastic dynamics by coupling the water molecules in the system to the Andersen

thermostat, with a coupling constant of p = 0.00031. This probability corresponds to select-
ing roughly one water molecule per time step on average. After selecting a water molecule,

its momenta are randomly drawn from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, leaving the

rotational motion unchanged, resulting in alteration of the center of mass motion of the

molecule. Compared to simulations using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, the diffusion con-

stant of the water does not change with the choice of the coupling constant p. Applying the
Andersen thermostat ensures that the trajectories will diverge due to molecular chaos, even

when started from identical initial conditions. By using a relatively low coupling constant p
and only changing the momentum of water molecules, the trajectories will closely resemble

true dynamics.

To improve the Monte Carlo acceptance ratio of the shooting move, we use a one-way shoot-

ing algorithm. In addition, the flexible path length algorithm [44] (see Section 2.5.4) im-

proves efficiency. The shooting move starts by randomly choosing a point on the initial tra-

jectory containing N (o) time slices. The chosen time slice is denoted τ . Drawing a random
number ξ between 0 and 1 determines whether the new trajectory is grown in a backward
or forward direction. For ξ > 0.5 a forward trajectory will be generated from the time slice
as it is. Backward trajectories are generated when ξ ≤ 0.5 by reversing the momenta in the
chosen time slice. The equations of motion are then integrated using Andersen coupled MD.

During the evolution of the new path, the instantaneous path length is monitored. Denoting

τf the number of time slices in the new trajectory initiated from time slice τ , the length of
the new path when shooting forward is N (n) = τ + τf , while for backward shooting moves
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the new path length becomes N (n) = (N (o) − τ) + τf . The MD integration ceases when the

path reaches either the initial or the final state.

The Monte Carlo Metropolis acceptance rule for the TPS shooting move includes two parts.

First, the new path must connect two stable regions A and B, with A indicating the initial

state and B the final state. If this is not the case, the acceptance probability vanishes,

and the trial path can be rejected right away. The second term in the acceptance rule comes

from the fact that the new path can, and generally will be of different length than the initial

path. At this stage the Metropolis acceptance ratio reduces to Pacc = min(1, N(o)

N(n) ), where the
min function returns smaller of its arguments. Instead of wasting CPU time by rejecting

paths that do connect A and B but are finally too long, we substitute the second stage of the

acceptance-rejection procedure by introducing the maximum path length Nmax = N (o)/ξ,
where ξ is a random number ∈ (0, 1] (see Section 2.5.4). We determine Nmax in advance and

stop the generation of the new path whenever the instantenous value of N (n) exceeds Nmax.

We believe that this implementation here is the most efficient path sampling algorithm for

diffusive processes.

7.2.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

When performing the TPS simulations, we monitor about 60 order parameters. Some of

them are used to determine whether the initial or final state has been reached. These order

parameters are chosen on the basis of the initial input trajectory and might not describe

the reaction coordinate optimally. A good reaction coordinate must be able to predict the

commitment probability (committor or p-fold) of a conformation to either the initial or the

final state, i.e. the reaction coordinate must be able to describe the progress of the reaction.
Committor analysis facilitates judging whether an order parameter is a good reaction coor-

dinate [14]. However, this procedure is very expensive from a computational point of view,

to the extent that it easily requires a time comparable with a whole TPS simulation.

For processes that are stochastic (to a large extent), Peters et al. [39, 38] recently devised

a committor analysis based on a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method that re-

quires only the data from a TPS simulation itself. The MLE approach extracts the collective

variable that best describes the reaction coordinate from the TPS path ensemble. Required

as input for this procedure is the ensemble of forward shooting point configurations xsp be-

longing to accepted trajectories ending in the final state (xsp → B) and the rejected shooting
points ending in the initial state (xsp → A). Using these configurations, the MLE optimizes
the likelihood L =

∏
xsp→B pB(r(xsp))

∏
xsp→A(1 − pB(r(xsp))), and predicts the committor

from the reaction coordinate by a tanh function pB(x) = 1
2 + 1

2tanh(r[q(x)]) [38]. The reac-
tion coordinate r is a linear combination of order parameters q: r(q(x)) =

∑n
i=1 aiqi(x) + a0.

This approach facilitates the screening for many (combinations of) order parameters as can-

didate reaction coordinates. The likelihood maximization then gives the collective variables

which reproduce the committor values best.

7.2.4 Order Parameters

Using various order parameters we aim to characterize the transitions occurring in the for-

mation of the signaling state of PYP. These include distances between various groups and
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atoms, number of waters within a distance from specified residues, root mean square de-

viation (RMSD) of different parts of the protein and hydrogen bond counts within helices

and in the chromophore binding pocket. Several of these order parameters also describe the

initial and final state in the TPS simulations. In the MLE method all of them are included

as possible candidates for the reaction coordinate. Table 7.1 lists the order parameters we

calculated from the TPS trajectories. The selection includes distances between the chro-

mophore and surrounding residues, hydrogen bonds forming the chromophore hydrogen

bonding network, solvation of crucial residues (Glu-46, Tyr-42 and the chromophore) and

a number of distances between the motile residues (e.g. Arg-52) and parts of the protein
that do not change much during the transitions. We included all collective variables that

we thought may be relevant for the examined transitions.

7.2.5 Sampling the Transition Path Ensembles

Starting a TPS simulation requires an input trajectory connecting the initial state to the fi-

nal state. Here we use high temperature unfolding trajectories, taken from previous Replica

Exchange Molecular Dynamics REMD) simulations [47, 48], during which solvent exposure

of both the chromophore and Glu-46 occurs. Initial TPS simulations served to equilibrate

these high temperature trajectories, resulting in suitable room temperature input path-

ways. Note that the unfolding trajectory that we use as initial pathway may be considered

valid folding trajectory after time reversal, based on microscopic reversibility.

A single TPS simulation allows for sampling only one barrier at a time, as intermediate

states will lengthen pathways dramatically. Therefore we split the process of signaling state

formation into three parts: Unfolding of the A3 helix (pB ′−Iα3), exposure of the chromophore

(Uα3−EHC4) and exposure of the glutamic acid 46 (Uα3−EGlu−46). The definition of the initial

and final state for all three TPS simulations are presented in Table 7.2.

For each shooting point we computed all the parameters listed in Table 7.2. Employing

the MLE approach we tested all possible linear combinations of up to three order param-

eters, and kept the one with the maximum likelihood as our best model for the reaction

coordinate [38].

7.3 Results
In this work we use Transition Path Sampling (TPS) simulations to investigate the mecha-

nism underlying the transition from the folded pB’ state to the unfolded signaling state pB.

Starting a TPS simulation requires a definition of the initial state and the final state, and an

initial trajectory connecting these states. Parallel Tempering simulations can provide such

initial trajectories, although these are likely not a constant temperature paths. Our first

attempt to sample the transition from pB’ to pB with TPS ended in very long trajectories,

caused by the presence of several metastable states along this reaction. As it is not possible

to sample more than a single barrier simultaneously in a TPS simulation, we split up the

simulation of the formation of pB into different parts. Free energy profiles from previous

REMD simulations already suggested the presence of metastable states in the formation of

pB [48]. Figure 7.2d displays such a free-energy profile as a function of the RMSD of helix α3
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number of waters around a

HC4 nwX

Tyr-42 nwY

Glu-46 nwE

distance b

HC4 – Tyr-42 dXY

HC4 – Glu-46 dXE

HC4 – Phe62 dXF1

HC4 – Phe96 dXF2

HC4 – Ile49 dXI

Lys64 – Thr70 dKT

distance between atoms

HC4-O4’ – Tyr-42-OH daXY

HC4-O4’ – Glu-46-CD daXE

HC4-O1 – Cys-69-N daOaC

Glu-46-CD – Thr-50-OG1 daET

Glu-46-CD – Tyr-42-OH daY E

Arg52-CZ – Asp97-CG daRD

Lys64-NZ – Thr70-OG1 daKT

HC4-O1 – Asp97-N daOaN

HC4-O4’ – Ile49-N daXI

HC4-O4’ – Thr-50-N daXT

HC4-O4’ – Arg52-N daXR

HC4-O4’ – Asp97-N daXN1

HC4-O4’ – Asp97-CG daXN2

Ala44-N – Pro54-CG daPA

Gly47-CA – Arg52-O daRG

Glu-46-CD – Asn43-ND2 daEN

Glu-46-CD – Gly51-N daEG

Asn43-O – Gly47-H dhb
(1)
α3

Ala44-O – Asp48-H dhb
(2)
α3

Ala45-O – Ile49-H dhb
(3)
α3

Glu-46-O – Thr-50-H dhb
(4)
α3

Gly47-O – Gly51-H dhb
(5)
α3

Root mean square deviation (RMSD) c

α3 rmsdα3 = rmsdhx

Other

number of hydrogen bonds in α3 nhbα3

cosines of dihedral angles φ in α3 φ42 − φ53

cosines of dihedral angles ψ in α3 ψ42 − ψ53

Table 7.1: List of order parameters. The order parameters are sorted according to their type. Atom names
used in the description of the distances between atoms follow PDB nomenclature convention.
a For the number of waters around a residue we included all water molecules within a radius of 3.5 Å.
b We calculated the distance between the centers of mass of the residue side chains, except for the chromophore
HC4, in which case only the carbons in the aromatic ring were used.
c The RMSD is calculated with respect to the crystal structure of the receptor state using the Cα-positions.
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pB′-Iα3 - unfolding of the A3 helix

OP pB′min pB′max Imin
α3 Imax

α3

nhbα3 4 5 0 1

rmsdα3 0 0.10 0.23 +∞

Uα3-EGlu−46 - exposure of Glu-46

OP Umin
α3 Umax

α3 Emin
HC4 Emax

HC4

nwX 0 3 5 +∞
dXY – – 1.0 +∞
daXY 0 0.35 – –

daY E 0 0.40 0.85 +∞
daXE 0 0.60 – –

daET 0 0.45 – –

nwE – – 10 +∞

Uα3-EHC4 - exposure of the chromophore

OP Umin
α3 Umax

α3 Emin
Glu−46 Emax

Glu−46

nwX 0 3 10 +∞
daXY 0 0.35 0.9 +∞
daY E 0 0.4 – –

daXE 0 0.45 0.9 +∞
daET 0 0.45 – –

Table 7.2: Order parameters (OP) defining the upper (max) and lower (min) boundaries of the stable states
for the three TPS simulations. All distances are given in nm. In case an order parameter was not used for
defining a state, we demark it by the hyphen. +∞ sign means there is no upper boundary - all values above
certain threshold are included as belonging to the state, as in all of the examined cases the OP’s increase from
low to high values.

(rmsdα3) and the distance between the chromophore and Glu-46 (daXE ) [48] and shows sev-

eral minima that represent the various (intermediate) states visited by the system during

unfolding. The label pB’ indicates the fully folded state, Iα3 indicates a state in which the

helical conformation of helix α3 is partially gone. Uα3 denotes a state in which this region is

completely unfolded, while Glu-46 and the chromophore are still inside the protein, and the

chromophore hydrogen-bonding network is not disrupted. The labels EGlu−46 and EHC4 cor-

respond to states with exposed Glu-46, and chromophore, respectively. Finally pB indicates
the signalling state, with helix α3 unfolded and both the chromophore and Glu-46 exposed
to solvent. As the presence of states Iα3, Uα3, EGlu−46 and EHC4 hampers sampling the full

transition of pB ′ to pB because it leads to trajectories that can be much longer than 10 ns,
we split up this process into three separate subtransitions. These three processes are: 1)

the loss of α-helical structure in helix α3 (pB′ − Iα3) 2) solvent exposure of the chromophore

(Uα3 − EHC4) and finally 3) solvent exposure of Glu-46 (Uα3 − EGlu−46).

During the pB ′ − Uα3 transition the helical region comprising residues 43-52 unfolds, while

no large conformational rearrangements occur in the chromophore binding pocket. Similar
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Figure 7.2: Representative pathways for three different transitions are plotted in blue (pB ′ − Iα3), red (Uα3 −
EGlu−46) and green (Uα3 −EHC4) on the underlying free-energy landscape (grey contours) from previous REMD

simulations [47, 48]. A difference of one contour corresponds to a difference in free-energy of 1kBT . Important
free-energy minima were labeled with state names. The boundaries of the initial and final states used for TPS
are plotted as thick solid and dotted lines, respectively. For the pB′ − Iα3 transition the boundaries are plotted

in indigo, for Uα3 −EGlu−46 in brown and for Uα3 −EHC4 in dark green. The NMR structures of pB ofΔ25−PYP
are represented with black stars. For the unfolding of the A3 helix, we also show in cyan a trajectory connecting
directly pB′ with Uα3, with a residence in the metastable state Iα3.
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pB′ − Iα3 Uα3 − EHC4 Uα3 − EGlu−46

acceptance 43% 38% 25%
average path lengtha 76 1.5 ns 1.8 ns
accepted pathways 2184 584 305
decorrelated pathwaysb 72 7 18
aggregate timec 0.4 μs 2.3 μs 2.3 μs

Table 7.3: Statistics of the TPS ensembles
a weighted average over the whole ensemble
b number of pathways that lost memory of the previous decorrelated pathway or the initial pathway
c the ensemble aggregate length

to our attempt to sample the pB ′ − pB transition, an initial TPS simulation of the pB ′ −Uα3

transition resulted in most pathways being trapped in a metastable state, Iα3. Interestingly,

we observed that conformations in the Iα3 state equilibrate to Uα3 within nanoseconds, in-

dicating that the barrier separating Iα3 and Uα3 is much lower than the barrier separating

pB’ and Iα3. To enhance sampling of the unfolding of helix α3, we limited a subsequent TPS

simulation to the pB ′− Iα3 transition. In the processes involving the solvent exposure of the

chromophore and Glu-46, we did not observe any additional metastable states.

We performed TPS simulations of the three transitions pB ′ − Iα3, Uα3 − EHC4 and Uα3 −
EGlu−46, using the definitions for the initial and final states as listed in Table 7.2 and ini-

tial trajectories from the REMD simulations [48]. These initial trajectories resulted from

following replicas through temperature space as a function of time and are therefore not

representative of the system at room temperature. To obtain valid input trajectories at

room temperature, we equilibrated these pathways first by short TPS simulations. The

resulting trajectories then served as input for a new series of TPS simulations.

Table 7.3 lists the output obtained from the TPS simulations sampling the three transitions

in the formation of the signaling state pB. The average path length of the pB ′−Iα3 transition

indicates that the unfolding of α3 is a very fast process. Figure 7.2 displays typical pathways.

7.3.1 The Barrier Region

The conformations in the transition state ensemble have comparable commitment prob-

abilities for either the initial or the final state, meaning that the system can still relax

into either of the two states. It is possible to roughly approximate the transition state

ensemble from the TPS results, by extracting the so-called top-of-the-barrier (TOB) tra-

jectory, also known as the least changed pathway [28]. A top-of-the-barrier path is a con-

catenation of parts of trajectories connecting successful backward shooting points initiated

on a forward-generated trajectory with successful forward shooting points initiated on a

backward-generated trajectory [28]. These shooting points delimit the region at the top of

the barrier, as obviously, shooting too far from the barrier would never result in a crossing

event. As a consequence, visual inspection of the TOB-paths gives insight in the conforma-

tion of the transition state. We stress that this trajectory does not necessarily represent the

committor = 0.5 surface.
The TOB-paths in the pB ′ − Iα3 transition all show a water molecule approaching the phe-
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Figure 7.3: MLE estimates of the transition states. a) Transition between the pB’ and Ia states - the A3
helix (presented in blue) unfolding - is initiated by the solvation of hydrogen bond 2, depicted in pink. Atoms
of Pro-54 and Ala-44 used for the calculation of daPA are shown as brown spheres. When these residues move

apart, water molecules (light pink) can approach Tyr-42 (green). b) During the exposure of glutamic acid 46
(red), Tyr-42 (green) is pulled along with Thr-50 (orange). It is important to notice that due to this transition,
the hydrogen-bonding network of the chromophore (yellow) has been damaged, and Thr-50 has taken the place

of the chromophore. The hydrogen bonds with the glutamic acid are depicted as black dotted lines. c) The
barrier for the solvent exposure of the chromophore consists of opening of the gating Arg-52 (purple) and waters
(light pink) entering the binding pocket. Both insets zoom on the region where the transition happens.
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nolic oxygen OH of Tyr-42, followed by hydrogen bond formation (Figure 7.3a). During this

solvation of Tyr-42, the α3 helix remains in a helical conformation. After formation of the

hydrogen bond between the water molecule and Tyr-42, the distance between the hydroxyl

group of Tyr-42 and the hydrogen bond acceptors in the sidechain of Glu-46 has increased,

indicating a weakening of the interaction between Tyr-42 and Glu-46 (Figure 7.3a). Note

that in the Iα3 and Uα3, the hydrogen bonds with the chromophore remain unchanged.

For the solvent exposure of the chromophore (Uα3 − EHC4) all TOB-paths show Tyr-42 and

Glu-46 interacting via hydrogen bonds, while the chromophore detaches from this hydrogen

bond network and is partially solvated (Figure 7.3b). Gating residue Arg52 [18, 9] is no

longer in the vicinity of the chromophore, and points toward the bulk solvent.

The main characteristic of the barrier region for the solvent exposure of Glu-46 (Uα3 −
EGlu−46) is the strong hydrogen bond between Glu-46 and Tyr-42 (Figure 7.3c). Even when

interacting with solvent molecules, this hydrogen bond persists, while interactions between

the chromophore and Glu-46 as well as Tyr-42 are disrupted. Also, water molecules do not

enter the protein interior.

7.3.2 Reaction Coordinates

To obtain an appropriate description of the reaction coordinates governing the three transi-

tions occurring in the formation of the PYP signaling state, we have performed Likelihood

Maximization Estimate (MLE) analysis. The results of the likelihood maximization proce-

dure are presented in Table 7.4. The order parameters included in the analyses followed

from the visual inspection of the TOB-paths and chemical intuition and are listed in Ta-

ble 7.1. Linear combinations of these OP’s were used as a model to predict the probability

that a shooting point belongs to B or to A. When considering only single order parameters to

describe the pB ′ − Iα3 transition, the helix RMSD rmsdα3 proved the best model for the RC.

According to the Bayesian criterion, adding more variables in the model of the RC is sig-

nificant only if the log-likelihood increases by at least δLmin = 1
2 ln(N) [38], where N is the

number of shooting points. For this transition δLmin = 3.75. Including the number of water
molecules around Tyr-42 nwy improves the log-likelihood by a value of δL = 8. Using three
OP’s, we gain an improvement of δL = 12 when replacing nwy by the distance of the second

hydrogen bond in helix α3 and the distance between Pro54 and Ala45 (daPA). The optimized

reaction coordinate is of the form rcpB′−Iα3
= −5.29+15.28∗rmsdhx +5.65∗dhb

(2)
α3 +2.52∗daPA.

Including more variables only slightly improves the likelihood. For the pB ′ − Iα3 transition,

the reaction coordinate resulting from MLE matches our analysis of TOB-pathways. Dur-

ing the unfolding of α3, the interaction between Tyr-42 and water molecules is crucial. This

interaction can only occur if the protein interior around Tyr-42 opens up to allow water

molecules access to Tyr-42. In the fully folded state, residues Ala44 and Pro54 prevent

Tyr-42 from contact with bulk solvent. During the unfolding of α3, these residues move

away from each other, enabling water molecules to interact with Tyr-42. The MLE analy-

sis included also the hydrogen bond distance between the oxygen of Ala44 and hydrogen of

Asp48 (dhb
(2)
α3 ) as an important ingredient in the reaction coordinate. Hydrogen bond dis-

tances 1 and 3 increase the log-likelihood by a significant amount as well, but h-bond 2

(dhb
(2)
α3 ) proved to correlate best with the committor. On the other hand, hydrogen bonds 4

and 5 do not contribute at all to the reaction coordinate, and have no influence on the likeli-
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pB′ − Iα3 transition δLmin = 3.75

Nop L reaction coordinate
1 -899.33 −4.13 + 29.39 ∗ rmsdhx

2 -891.56 −4.12 + 27.05 ∗ rmsdhx + 0.21 ∗ nwY 42

3 -887.61 −5.29 + 15.28 ∗ rmsdhx + 5.65 ∗ dhb
(2)
α3 + 2.52 ∗ daPA

4 -884.64 −4.39 + 14.19 ∗ rmsdhx + 5.36 ∗ dhb
(2)
α3 + 2.58 ∗ daPA − 0.85 ∗ cos(ψ47)

Uα3 − EGlu−46 transition δLmin = 3.06

Nop L reaction coordinate
1 -279.69 −2.03 + 2.70 ∗ daXE

2 -277.85 −2.06 + 2.67 ∗ daXE + 0.38 ∗ cos(φ45)
3 -276.05 −1.90 + 2.20 ∗ daXE + 2.76 ∗ daY E + 0.56 ∗ cos(ψ45)

Uα3 − EHC4 transition δLmin = 3.33

Nop L reaction coordinate
1 -396.26 −6.40 + 6.92 ∗ dXY

2 -387.64 −5.92 + 4.25 ∗ dXY + 3.01 ∗ dXE

3 -383.39 −5.05 + 5.02 ∗ dXY − 2.51 ∗ dXE + 4.30 ∗ daXE

Table 7.4: MLE analysis of the TPS ensemble. The minimal improvement of likelihood needed to accept an
additional order parameter in the reaction coordinate is indicated for each analysis as δLmin. All distances are

given in nm. Reaction coordinates used to model the committor are placed in boxes.

hood. As hydrogen bonds 1-3 are located at the solvent accessible side of helix α3, unfolding

of α3 may start with the solvation of these helical hydrogen bonds. Figure 7.3a displays a

typical configuration of the estimate of transition state in the unfolding of helix α3.

MLE analysis of the Uα3−EGlu−46 transition indicates that the exposure of Glu-46 to solvent

has a straightforward reaction coordinate. Distances between Glu-46 and the chromophore,

daEX , between Glu-46 and Tyr-42, daY E and between Tyr-42 and the chromophore, daXY

score highest, as well as the dihedral angles φ and ψ in residue Ala45. The parameters
indicate that disruption of the hydrogen bond network around Glu-46 inside the protein

and the backbone torsions in residue 45 lead to the solvent exposure of the side chain of

Glu-46. Linear combinations of these order parameters did not significantly improve the

likelihood, so the best reaction coordinate is rcUα3−EGlu−46
= daex. Figure 7.3b shows the

MLE estimate of a transition state for the solvent exposure of Glu-46. In this configuration,

one of acidic side chain oxygens of Glu-46 is already fully solvated, whereas the other is

still pointing towards the protein interior, hydrogen bonding to Tyr-42 and Thr-50. The

partial solvation of Glu-46 has excluded the chromophore from the internal hydrogen bond

network.

Finally, for the Uα3 − EHC4 transition, distance between Tyr-42 and the chromophore, dY X ,

is the order parameter with the highest score in the MLE analysis. Unfortunately, this

reaction coordinate does not provide additional insights into the solvent exposure of the

chromophore. Using two order parameters to describe the chromophore transition signifi-

cantly improves the log likelihood, as indicated by the increase of δL = 8.6. The additional
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order parameter is the distance between the centers of mass of the chromophore and Glu-46,

dEX . The overall reaction coordinate comprises dEX and dY X . Figure 7.3c displays the MLE

estimate of a transition state conformation of the solvent exposure of the chromophore. This

conformation shows partial solvation of the chromophore, with a water-mediated hydrogen

bond between Tyr-42 and the chromophore. Glu-46 is still located inside the protein. In-

triguingly, no order parameters describing fluctuations of gating residues that would allow

water to solvate the chromophore were able to significantly add to the log-likelihood, al-

though we included several distances that could describe such interactions. Experimental

studies have indicated that Arg52 and Tyr98 act as gating residues [18, 9]. However, our

simulations do not indicate that gating residues govern the solvent exposure of the chro-

mophore. A possible explanation is that such gating residues exhibit large fluctuations,

as they are on the protein surface, and that fluctuations in the internal hydrogen bond

network in the chromophore binding pocket govern whether the chromophore can become

solvent exposed.

As we considered the solvent exposure of Glu-46 and the chromophore in separate TPS sim-

ulations, we cannot give a direct mechanistic explanation for which event occurs first. Our

results indicate that Glu-46 destabilizes the hydrogen bond network in the chromophore

binding pocket, and that such fluctuations ultimately lead to solvent exposure of the chro-

mophore. We have not observed spontaneous simultaneous exposure of both Glu-46 and

chromophore. This can indicate that the exposures happen sequentially one after another

rather than both at the same time.

7.4 Concluding Remarks
To our knowledge this is the first fully atomistic path simulation of complex rearrange-

ments in a protein system as large as Photoactive Yellow Protein. We were able to gain

unbiased, mechanistic insight in the signalling process of PYP and these results might

be used as a guide for future experiments. Based on the NMR data, the final step of the

pB′ − pB transition must be the exposure of both the chromophore and Glu-46. We did
not sample these pathways because of the metastability of the on-pathway intermediates

EHC4 and EGlu−46. While sampling the final exposure of these two crucial residues should

be addressed in future simulations, we can already hypothesize that the process follows

two major routes: pB ′ − Iα3 − Uα3 − EHC4 − pB and pB′ − Iα3 − Uα3 − EGlu−46 − pB. Which
of these two pathways is more preferred is at the moment difficult to judge, and would re-

quire Transition Interface Sampling [44] simulations to estimate the height of both barriers.
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